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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 

5.1 The Concluions 

As the last pan of this thesis. the resean:her presented some conclusions 

related to the research. From the observations, the researcher concluded that, it was 

true the female had more words utterances than the male at the same age. But, the 

male produced clearer than the female. From the observations, the researcher believed 

that it was happened because of the influence of the environment, where the male 

have an older brother and a sister, but the female was the only child. 

From all the word utterances, which were produced by the subjects, the results 

of the parts of speech showed that Nmm and Verb dominated the word utlerances. All 

the percemagc:s can be seen in Appendix D (Observation 4) . 

In the process of the acquisition of early words. children were able to know 

the functions of the words. ond they could act as what the words meant, cventhough 

some words were still unclear yet. The analysis also showed the male and female 

children understudy could produce 29% and 20% words perfectly respectively. It can 

be seen in Appendix 0 (Obsc•·vution 4). 

The results of the phonologieul segmenL< showed that the male dominated the 

CVCVC linguistics sequences and the female CVCV. From !his re:.-ults, the researcher 

concluded that it was happened, because the female often omined at the beginning 
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letter of a word, for example, she producl!d / ulc,Y for ~bunmg." That was why the 

male could produce each word more perfectly than the female. The results can be 

seen in Appendix D. The children's linguistics sequences were much more develop 

compared to &ha. At the same age, the CV (25%), CVC (25%), VCVC (12%), CYCV 

(10%) and YCV (10".4) linguistics sequences dominated Ech's words. Beside CVCVC. 

VYC, CVV. VCCVC, VCCV, and VY were very few percentage. 

From the data obtained above, the children started 10 communiCIUe with adult 

in the environmet. "The children showed a significant development on word· 

utterances/speech produced during three months. The children could be able to 

produce the multi-word utterances at the begirming of the observation. Although, they 

still used very simple words. At lost month of the observation, it was found that the 

the children 's ability in producing the multi-word utterances developed fastly. TI1e 

children used varieties of words in a sentence . 

Prom the interview with the parents. it was found that the children were trying 

to kinetics development. Bosically, children acquired the language by their natural 

schemes. It means that p~~rents and the family should adapt their language to their 

children's language development without paying attention to the language structur~. 

so the language could be Wldcrstood by the children, as the par~nts and the fumily in 

making commWlication with their children. 
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5.l The Sugtttloas 

lo developing the acquisition of early words, parents have to guide their 

children in teaming to talk as much as possible so that the children can be more active 

in having communication with their environment. 

Generally children do not want to spealc even a word to everybody they do oot 

know before, so to make communication running well, it is suggested to everybody to 

make an approach by knowing the children behavior. 

This study is just a simple complicated research, and the results might be 

different if conducted to other subjects in other area. The knowledge about children 

language acquisition on early words should be informed to parents in general who are 

worried about their children, because they have to know when and what tactors can 

influence the chil,\ren 's ability in acquiring the early word ·utterances . 
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